History of the Flag

Find out facts that have to do with the flag of your country. Make sure to include facts about emblems, crescents, coat of arms or any other symbol.

What are the colors of your flag? ________________________________________

Is the flag horizontal or vertical? ________________________________________
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Government

What is the Capital? ________________________________________________

What type of government does your country have? ____________________________

Who is the Current Head of State? ________________________________

How did this person get their job? __________________________________________

List 2 facts about this job.
1-____________________________________________________________________
2-____________________________________________________________________

Current Head of Government: ____________________________________________

How did this person get their job? __________________________________________

List 2 facts about this job.
1-____________________________________________________________________
2-____________________________________________________________________

Who makes the laws: ________________________________________________

How do they get this job? ____________________________________________

For how long do they hold this job? ______________________________________

How many members are there? __________________________________________

What do they do? ______________________________________________________

Other important facts about the government:
1-____________________________________________________________________
2-____________________________________________________________________
3-____________________________________________________________________